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Abstract We established a vortex detection method using instantaneous tem-
perature fields that were visualized using thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs)
to investigate behaviors of vortical structures in a rotating Rayleigh–Bénard con-
vection. Experimental testing was performed at a fixed Rayleigh number Ra =
1.0 × 107, and different Taylor numbers from Ta = 1.0 × 106 to 1.0 × 108 in wa-
ter containing encapsulated TLCs. Vortices were recognized as undulations that
appear in the horizontal temperature fields, thus making vortex detection with
high spatial resolution possible, and this enabled quantitative investigation of the
dynamics of vortical structures. Standard template matching was used to detect
individual vortices on visualized temperature fields, and two-dimensional curved
surface fitting was adopted to remove erroneous detections and to evaluate shapes
of local temperature fields corresponding to vortical structures. Additionally, vor-
tex tracking clearly showed geometric advection pattern of vortical structures.

Keywords Thermochromic liquid crystals · Rotating convection · Vortex
tracking · Vortex behavior

1 Introduction

Rayleigh–Bénard convection (RBC) constrained by a background rotation has
been investigated as one of the most fundamental systems in the study of fluid flows
dominated by a thermal force and rotation. In particular, this system is recognized
as an important model in the investigation of several aspects of geophysical fluid
dynamics, including atmospheric flows, oceanic flows, and flows in the outer liquid
core of the Earth. Typical RBC is a fluid flow confined by two parallel plates
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of quasi-2D vortical flow structures formed in rotating RBC

separated in the direction of gravity and has a temperature difference such that
the top is cool and the bottom is hot. With the addition of background rotation,
the flow can be organized by three dimensionless numbers. The Rayleigh number
expresses the intensity of the thermal force given by Ra = gβ∆TH3/(κν), where
g, ∆T , and H are respectively the gravitational acceleration, the temperature
difference between the top and bottom boundaries of the fluid layer, and the fluid
layer height. Additionally, β, κ, and ν respectively denote the thermal expansion
coefficient, thermal diffusivity, and kinematic viscosity of the working fluid. The
Prandtl number is given as a physical property of the working fluid in the form
Pr = ν/κ. The effect of the background rotation can be organized using the Taylor
number and is given as the ratio of the Coriolis force to the viscous resistance, Ta =
(2ωH2/ν)2, where ω is the angular velocity of the rotating field. The convective
Rossby number Ro or Ekman number E has often been employed to describe the
rotation intensity. These parameters are related according to

Ro =
1

2ω

√
gβ∆T

H
=

√
Ra

Pr · Ta, E =
ν

2ωH2
= Ta−1/2, (1)

where Ta is proportional to the square of the angular velocity ω and indicates the
intensity of rotation directly.

In early stage of experimental studies on rotating RBC, optical visualization
to observe vortical structures had been performed. As a typical characteristic of
rotating RBC, quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) flow structures form in regions
where the fluid motions are strongly restricted by Taylor–Proudman theorem, as
shown in Fig. 1. These vortical structures are stretched in the direction of the sys-
tem rotation axis as the rotation rate increases. Vortical structures can be observed
experimentally using flow visualizers, such as spherical particles, flake particles,
and thermochromic liquid crystals (Cheng et al. (2015); Zhong et al. (1993); Sakai
(1997); Kunnen et al. (2010)). Zhong et al. (1993) explained qualitative vortex
behaviors including advection, generation, disappearance, and merging using vi-
sualized image sequences of vortical plumes at a timescale of O(10–100 s). This
kind of vortex motion can be easily visualized, however, quantitative analysis or ex-
planation have been avoided in previous researches. Investigation of long-timescale
physics hidden behind rotating RBC is worthful and strongly required. Particle
image velocimetry (PIV) is a well-known and sophisticated method for obtaining
velocity fields; however, it is not suitable for multi-timescale parametric studies of
this problem, because of problems of data storage and indirect vortex detections
via calculating vorticity fields from the velocity fields.
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Encapsulated thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs) can be used to visualize
temperature fields; TLCs change their scattering/reflection characteristics for inci-
dent light with variations in the local temperature, and instantaneous temperature
distributions appear as color variations on the visualized plane. In investigations of
rotating RBC, Sakai (1997) visualized the temperature field using TLCs to confirm
a theory of describing the horizontal scale of convection vortices, where complex
advections of the vortices are represented by temporal changes in color patterns.
Vorobieff and Ecke (1998) reported the evolution of vortical structures appearing
during spin-up using TLCs. Zhou and Xia (2010) used TLCs to investigate sheet-
like plumes appearing in RBC. Calibration between local coloration of TLCs and
temperatures allows quantitative investigations of temperature fields. For vortex
behaviors in rotating RBCs, the methodology has advantages of being grid free,
allowing the setting of suitable time intervals, allowing the temperature to be given
at each pixel, and having instantaneous single images unlike PIV. Additionally,
under the condition Pr ≥ O(1), vortex motions can be captured on temperature
fields. In measurements of the temperature field using TLCs, however, multiple
factors introducing uncertainties have been reported (Wiberg and Lior (2004);
Rao and Zang (2010)), e.g., non-uniform incidence of illumination light, aging of
TLCs, and etc. We thus have to consider the effect of relatively large uncertainties
on measurements.

To investigate dynamical vortex behaviors, a method of detecting vortices from
instantaneous temperature fields visualized by TLCs was established. To overcome
relatively high uncertainty and noise in the temperature fields, a simple pattern
recognition technique was applied to establish a highly versatile vortex detection
method. This method is worthwhile as it can detect vortical structures as long as
horizontal temperature fields are obtained. Thus, this vortex detection method is
applicable over the flow regimes at which quasi-2D vortical structures are formed
in both experimental and numerical results. Water (Pr ∼ 7) was employed as
the working fluid to ensure vortex tracking on temperature fields. Five different
Ta conditions with fixed Ra were experimentally examined to clarify the develop-
ment of vortex behaviors. Vortex tracking was performed by analyzing consecutive
visualized images to reveal dynamics of the vortical structures.

2 Experimental setup

The experiment was conducted in a cylindrical fluid layer as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The fluid layer was prepared by insertion of an acrylic annulus with inner diameter
D of 190 mm, height H of 40 mm, and 5 mm lateral wall thickness into 40-mm-
height square vessel with 200-mm-long sides. The aspect ratio of the fluid layer here
is given as Γ = 4.75. Note that this aspect ratio may produce a centrifugal force
effect on the vortex behaviors. A brief calculation of the centrifugal force contribu-
tion is given as Froude number, centrifugal force/gravity force, Fr = Dω2/(2g). In
this system, Fr ∼ 0.1 at the largest rotation rate, namely, the centrifugal force has
an impact of up to 10% when compare with the gravitational force in the vicinity
of the side wall (D/2 = 95 mm). The bottom of the vessel was heated using a
copper plate heater with a thin (less than 0.01-mm-thick) black paint coating for
visualizations; its temperature was monitored constantly using a thermistor probe
embedded in the plate and a constant temperature was maintained by controlling
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup; (a) overview, (b) top view, and (c) side view

the electric power supplied to the heater. The top was cooled using a thermostatic
layer filled with circulating cool water from a thermostatic bath. Heat transfer
from the top was conducted through the glass plate and its transparency allowed
picture to be taken from above the fluid layer. For the same purpose, Kunnen
(2008) employed a thin Plexiglas with 1 mm thickness. With considering that
thermal conductivity of Plexiglas is approximately one third or fourth lower than
that of glass, 3-mm-thick of the present glass plate provides similar quality for the
heat transfer with the work. Corresponding Biot number of the top plate is round
0.6. But, thanks to the thickness of the glass plate, homogeneous heat conduction
is expected. Preliminary measurement of surface temperature on the plate by mul-
tiple thermistors sufficiently high uniformity of the temperature within resolution
of the thermistor, around 0.1◦C.

Degassed water containing suspended microcapsules of TLCs with 0.04wt%,
which can visualize temperatures noninvasively in fluids as colors, was used as
the working fluid. The TLCs change their scattering/reflection characteristics for
incident light with variations in local temperature, and instantaneous temperature
distributions appear as color variations on the visualized plane. The TLC colors
vary from red to blue, corresponding to low to high temperature. Note that this is
the reverse of the conventional colors used for human recognition. Specifications of
encapsulated TLCs used in this study are 10 – 20 µm diameter, 1.01 specific grav-
ity, and 24.5 to 27◦C of thermochromic range (Japan capsular products inc.). Cor-
responding Stokes number is O(10−6), where Prandtl’s free-fall velocity, O(10−2

m/s) in the present system, is adopted as the representative velocity. Hence TLCs
behave as ideal tracers of the flows. Thermochromic range of TLCs was chosen to
cover the bulk temperature range to visualize whole horizontal temperature fields.
To achieve flow field visualization, a white light sheet from a halogen lamp with
minimum thickness of 2 mm illuminated the horizontal plane at a height of 30 mm
(z = 0.75H) from the bottom.

Background rotation of the system was performed by installing the fluid layer
on a turn-table composed of two stages. The round tables consist of 1-m-diameter
stainless steel plates which offer sufficient space to arrange all the experimental
equipment. On the first plate, the fluid layer, a thermistor probe, and the white
light sheet generator are mounted. On the second plate, the digital camera and
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Table 1 Specifications of the experimental conditions (Ra and Ta); theoretically estimated
scales: thickness of thermal and Eckman boundary layers (δt and δE), horizontal scale of
vortical structures (L), and vortex radius (Rv); the number of up-welling and down-welling
vortical structures detected from temperature field at z = 0.75H

Ra Ta δt [mm] δE [mm] L [mm] Rv [pixel]
Up-welling Down-welling

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
1.0 × 106 1.79 16.5 61 16.0 3.04 52.6 6.16
3.0 × 106 1.36 15.4 57 21.9 3.13 53.7 5.68

1.0 × 107 1.0 × 107 0.706 1.01 13.7 50 74.7 5.92 114.2 7.19
3.0 × 107 0.76 11.7 43 93.0 5.21 122.8 6.44
1.0 × 108 0.57 9.3 34 198.8 8.41 214.2 7.82

two laptop computers to control the electric heater and the camera are mounted.
Additionally, the second plate has a central hole to enable setting of a digital
camera to photograph the illuminated fluid layer when fixed at the center of the
first plate. The visualized images were recorded in a 24-bitmap format, in which
the red, green and blue imaging elements have 8-bit levels set by the camera. Table
rotation was controlled using an AC servo motor connected to a table rotation shaft
by a belt. The angular velocity ω was adjustable over the 0.0 – 5.0 rad/s range (with
corresponding Ta numbers of 0 – 2.6×108). Using the rotary joint connected to the
shaft, cooling water and electricity for the experimental devices can be supplied
to the table from the exterior, even during rotation. The digital camera and other
electrical devices can be operated by remote control communicating via a wireless
local area network (LAN) through a laptop computer located outside the rotating
table.

3 Temperature fields and vortices

3.1 Visualized temperature field

Flow visualization using the TLCs was performed by interval photography. Pho-
tographic conditions including a frame rate of 1/3 fps, f-number of 2.7, and res-
olution of 0.1357 mm/pixel were chosen for optimal visualization. Experimental
conditions are summarized in Table 1. All the experiments were performed at fixed
Pr and Ra, Pr = 7 and Ra = 1.0× 107 (corresponding temperature difference is
∆T = 11.1◦C: top 16.4◦C and bottom 27.5◦C), in order to use the same TLCs
for different conditions. Some papers reported that quasi-2D vortex structures are
observed even for smaller Ta conditions, 105 < Ta < 107 (e.g. Zhong et al. (1993);
Sakai (1997); Vorobieff and Ecke (2002)), and thus expected flow states should be
quasi-2D, which can be observed well in horizontal cross-sections. In particular,
down-welling vortices are clearly visualized because the height of visualized cross-
sections is always fixed at z = 0.75H. Thanks to vertically symmetrical systems,
only upper side visualization is sufficient to know the flow structures. Examples
of visualized temperature field images are shown in Fig. 3. These images were
taken after the flow fields had reached equilibrium states (more than one hour
after starting rotations). Vortical structures with relatively high temperatures are
visualized as blue circles, with those at lower temperatures shown as red circles,
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and are dependent on the TLCs characteristics. At Ta = 1.0× 106 and 3.0× 106

cases, some vortical structures can be observed although the fluid layer is not fully
occupied by the vortical structures and some margin, where no vortex exists, are
standing out compared to other rotational conditions. In our observations, these
conditions cannot succeed to form vortical structures for a long time, mainly less
than seconds, 10 s as the longest. This suggests the vortical structures are not
strong and more like thermal plumes in these conditions. For comparison to other
conditions, these conditions are also analyzed later. The fluid layer is horizontally
filled with vortical plumes in the cases of Ta ≥ 1.0 × 107. Apparently, these con-
ditions successfully formed quasi-2D vortical structures. Moreover, the interesting
thing is clear in the case of Ta = 1.0 × 108. Relatively round and isolated vor-
tical structures are observed entire the fluid layer except within the vicinity of
the wall. What should be pointed out here is the number and the size of vortical
structures. Obviously, the number of vortical structures increases according as Ta
increases. As if it is inversely proportional to this, the size becomes smaller accord-
ing as Ta increases. In these raw images, it is easy for human’s eye to recognize
vortical structures while actual temperatures are still unknown. There is a radial
coloration trend observed only at Ta = 1.0×108. This will be discussed later with
the temperature conversion.

3.2 Temperature conversion

As described above, the colors of the TLCs are recorded in 24-bitmap format, which
includes red-green-blue (RGB) information in each pixel. Several TLC color-to-
temperature calibration methods have been proposed, including hue calibration
and use of neural network (Abdullah et al. (2010); Dabiri and Gharib (1991);
Fujisawa et al. (2005); Ahmed et al. (1997); Park et al. (2001)). In the present
study, the uniform surface temperature method was employed. In this method,
fluid temperatures were fixed at predefined constant values for the response time
of the TLCs or more. The temperatures were set at increment of 0.1◦C from 24.5◦C
to 27.0◦C and the reference color information can be acquired by photographing.
An example of coloring appearance at each temperature is shown in Fig. 4(a). In
the hue calibration method used here, RGB temperature information is converted
to the hue, saturation and intensity (HSI) color space, which is a type of color
appearance system. The following biconic HSI model is used here because of its
simplicity.

hue =



60× G−R
max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B)

+ 60, if min(R,G,B) = B

60× B −G
max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B)

+ 180, if min(R,G,B) = R

60× R−B
max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B)

+ 300, if min(R,G,B) = G

undefined, if min(R,G,B) = max(R,G,B)

(2)
Here, R, G, and B are RGB information values recorded in a range from 0 to 255,

i.e., in 8-bit levels. The function, max(R,G,B) and min(R,G,B) are the maximum
and minimum RGB values at each pixel. Hue values vary from 0 to 360 degrees,
with zero corresponding to red and 180 to blue–green, which is the opposite color
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Fig. 3 Examples of visualized temperature fields (a) Ta = 1.0 × 106, (b) Ta = 3.0 × 106, (c)
Ta = 1.0×107, (d) Ta = 3.0×107, and (e) Ta = 1.0×108, where white light sheet illuminated
the fluid layer from upper side of the pictures.

to red in the color circle. TLCs are highly sensitive to incident light and their
color appearances are strongly dependent on the attenuation of the light sheet,
the observation direction (the angle measured from the lens), reflections at the
cylindrical wall in the present case, and coloring changes that are dependent on
location in the images. To relieve these optical sensitivity effects, a split calibration
method is proposed in which a visualized image is divided into multiple subregions
and the calibration curves are calculated individually in each small region. Here,
the entire fluid layer (1400 × 1400 pixels) is divided into 400 (= 20 × 20) square
subregions; each region thus has an area of 70×70 pixels corresponding to 9.5 mm
× 9.5 mm. Spatially averaged hue value in each subregion is used for temperature
calibration to third-order accuracy using the least-squares method. An example
of calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4(b), where the error bars indicate standard
deviation of hue value in the subrange. Relatively large deviations appear for
temperatures larger than 26◦C and are caused by irregular, spiky scatters of hue
values. In the analysis, such spiky noise will be removed by median filtering that
was also used to overcome general noise arising from TLCs (Wiberg and Lior
(2004); Rao and Zang (2010)) as detailed in the sections below.

There are non-negligible uncertainties, particularly in the range of higher tem-
perature. Such uncertainties, however, do not affect vortex detection explained in
the next section. The results of RGB to hue conversion of the raw images are shown
in Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) that are the representative examples at Ta = 3.0× 106,
3.0 × 107, and 1.0 × 108. Thanks to these hue conversion and temperature cali-
bration, in the figures, two types of vortical structures can easily be distinguished
because color information is expressed using continuous hue and temperature val-
ues. This helps to deal characteristic values expressing vortical structures by a
single value, hue or temperature. Temperature fields produced by conversion us-
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Fig. 5 Examples of hue distributions converted from visualized images taken at (a) Ta =
3.0× 106, (b) 3.0× 107, and (c) 1.0× 108; (d)–(f) horizontal temperature fields obtained from
hue distribution, (a)–(c) respectively, using the calibration curve

ing the calibration curves from the hue distribution in Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) are
shown in Fig. 5(d), (e), and (f), respectively.

The split calibration method can eliminate color trend caused by the optical
sensitivity of TLCs. A temperature trend, however, certainly exists in the radial
direction as shown in Fig. 5(f) at Ta = 1.0× 108. As the reason, centrifugal force,
imperfections of the setup, influence of side-wall boundary layer are candidates.
Thanks to the water jacket around the annulus, unignorable temperature differ-
ence between inside and outside should not exist. And, test numerical simulations
excluding centrifugal term performed ourselves do not show any radial trend on the
temperature field. The centrifugal force effect is therefore expected from this im-
age. On the contrary, there is no such certain trend at Ta = 3.0×106 and 3.0×107
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Fig. 6 Examples of temperature distributions inside (a) up-welling and (b) down-welling
vortices at Ta = 1.0 × 108

(Fig. 5(d) and (e)); the effect of centrifugal force represented by Froude number
is Fr = Dω2/(2g) ∼ 0.1 at Ta = 1.0× 108, while Fr ∼ 0.003 at Ta = 3.0× 106.

3.3 Vortices recognized on the temperature fields

There is a great deal of unevenness in the horizontal temperature fields shown as
examples in Fig. 5(d), (e), and (f). When the temperature fields are compared to
the visualized image in Fig. 3, this unevenness represents a vortex; concave features
correspond to down-welling vortices while convex features represent up-welling
vortices. Small-scale fluctuations also exist on the concave and convex shapes that
result from the uncertainty of the temperature calibration from the visualized
images. We used median filtering with the window size of 3 × 3 pixels, only to
eliminate noises caused by dust or bubbles appeared during experiments, not to
relieve small-scale fluctuations. Hence, all the analyses afterward are performed
while such inevitable small-scale fluctuations remain.

Stevens et al. (2012) reported good agreement of temperature isosurfaces with
Q3D criterion-based detection of vortices in their numerical simulations (Pr =
4.38). Examples of up-welling and down-welling vortices extracted individually
from Fig. 5(f) are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The diameters of both
the up-welling and down-welling vortices at Ta = 1.0 × 108 are approximately
9.5 mm (= 70 pixels) in Fig. 6(a) and (b). In the up-welling vortex shown in
Fig. 6(a), the temperature inside the vortex gradually increases toward the center,
while a contrasting trend is observed in the down-welling vortex in Fig. 6(b). Such
characteristic trend is not buried by small-scale fluctuations mentioned above.
According to these observations, the vortex outline can be extracted using a rel-
atively simple image processing technique that judges whether the area is convex
or concave.

4 Vortex detection

The method composes three steps: Gaussian template matching, 2D curved surface
fitting, and error elimination. First, Gaussian template matching approximates the
vortex coordinates as an application of an image processing technique. Second, 2D
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curved surface fitting measures the detected vortex coordinates more precisely and
categorizes vortices using their interior temperature distributions. Finally, an error
elimination method that considers vortex dynamics is proposed. These processes
are explained in detail and discussed below.

4.1 Gaussian template matching

Gaussian template matching has been used to detect, for example, tracer particles
for PIV. Seeking objects on images are recognized as similar areas to those of the
template by calculating a cross-correlation coefficient. Here, distinctive tempera-
ture distributions are observed inside vortices, such as the temperature increasing
towards the center in up-welling vortices but decreasing towards the center in
down-welling vortices, as described above, and these temperature distributions
are appropriate for template matching. Sakai (1997) derived the horizontal scale
of convection cells in a rotating RBC, and described it as

L = 4.6H
δ2t

2δ2t + 2δtδE + δ2E
Ra1/3Ta−3/8, (3)

where L is the horizontal convection cell scale, and δE and δt are the thicknesses
of the Ekman layer and the thermal boundary layer, respectively:

δE =
√

2HTa−1/4, (4)

δt = 3.8HRa−1/3. (5)

This theoretically estimated scale agreed reasonably well with the experimental
values in Sakai (1997) and those in the present experiments. From this scale, the es-
timated vortex radius Rv with units of pixels in the present case can be calculated
as 2Rv = 1400L/190. Here, Rv estimated for all the experimental parameters are
summarized in Table 1. Rv at Ta = 1.0×108, for instance, is approximately 34 pix-
els and this demonstrates that the horizontal scale shown in Fig. 6 (= 70 pixels)
looks plausible to express the vortical structures. Note that the vortex tempera-
ture distributions are either concave or convex and can be regarded as point-spread
shapes. Using the vortex radius calculated above, the Gaussian template is created
accordingly as

G(x, y) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−x

2 + y2

2σ2

)
, σ = Rv/2. (6)

Size of the template is variable in pattern matching, and setting such a reference
value as the scale can reduce erroneous detections and calculation costs. Horizon-
tal cross-sections of vortices are not perfect round as the template, but elliptical
shape, because of mutual interactions between surroundings. The Gaussian tem-
plate matching therefore seeks undulations around the centers of vortices at which
most cold or hot region exist.

With taking account fine undulations in a single vortex, positions with re-
markable cross-correlation coefficients when compared with the twenty-four pixels
surrounding them (= 5 × 5 pixels) are enumerated as candidates of the vortex
center. When a convex upward Gaussian distribution is used, positive correlation
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areas are thought to be up-welling vortices while negative correlation areas are
down-welling vortices. The threshold should therefore be set at both positive and
negative values to detect both up-welling and down-welling vortices with a sin-
gle scan. Taking these factors into account, the thresholds of the cross-correlation
values are set at ±0.5 for Gaussian template matching.

4.2 2D curved surface fitting

Gaussian template matching cannot detect all the vortices precisely for two rea-
sons. One reason is the considerable deviation of the temperature distributions
inside the vortices from the ideal Gaussian template. As shown in Fig. 4, actual
temperature distributions inside vortices are not smooth like a Gaussian distribu-
tion, and these deviations increase because of interactions between vortices. Here,
2D curved surface fitting (Sheng et al. (2001); Hyyppä et al. (2001)) is proposed
as one error elimination method, along with a more precise rearrangement of the
detected position.

According to Sheng et al. (2001), a 2D curved surface for the fitting is given
as the general ellipsoid equation

zc

hc
+

(x2 + y2)
c
2

rc
= 1, (7)

where r, h, and c are the radius, the height, and the curvature, respectively. In the
present use, r and h are replaced by radius of the vortices Rf and the temperature
difference between the vortex center and its edge, Hf . Here, Rf , Hf and c are
variable in ranges, 30 to 38 pix with two pixels as increment, every 0.15◦C from
0.30 to 0.75◦C, and every 0.25 from 0.75 to 1.75. By combining these parameters,
all vortices are categorized into 100 (= 5 × 4 × 5) patterns. The fitting with
modifying the parameters is performed around the central position coordinates
of vortices determined by the Gaussian template matching in a surrounding area
with 7 × 7 pixels. The position giving better 2D curved surface fitting is thus
used as the center of vortices. In cases that the suitable fitting is not provided, the
original positions are recognized as erroneous detections of vortices and thus are
eliminated.

The advantages of this 2D curved surface fitting method include high accuracy
detection of the vortex center position and ability to categorize vortices into sev-
eral patterns based on their temperature distribution shapes. In this study, these
vortices are categorized into 100 patterns using their radius, height, and curvature
features, and this information can be used for quantitative evaluation of vortex
behavior from a heat transfer viewpoint. Additionally, by evaluating the category
transitions with time, the vortex shape transitions in horizontal planes can be
evaluated.

4.3 Recognizing merging vortices and error elimination

To detect vortices automatically, Gaussian template matching and 2D curved sur-
face fitting method have been proposed thus far. In the processing of these two
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Fig. 7 Sequential temperature field images at intervals of 3 s representing two merging vortices

methods, however, it is possible that erroneous detections such as overlap detec-
tion for single vortices remain. To eliminate these errors, a judgment criterion is
required to determine whether the vortex is erroneous or correct. This criterion
should not affect subsequent quantitative analyses like vortex tracking. To sat-
isfy this condition, one characteristic phenomenon that is considered is merging
of multiple vortices. As shown by sequential images of the temperature field in
Fig. 7, merging of vortices is often observed in actual flow fields. All vortices move
around during the period from generation to disappearance or merging. Merging
of multiple vortices is represented as approaching and following duplication of the
centers of vortices. Near the end of the merging process, two vortex centers ex-
ist reasonably closely together and such cases must be excluded from overlapping
detections to prevent recognition of erroneous detections as correct detections. In
this method, if a vortex center exists inside another vortex area determined by a
circle with fitted radius Rf , it is regarded as a merging event and the higher fitted
vortex is preserved by comparing the determination coefficients calculated during
2D curved surface fitting. By repeating these processes until all the overlaps are
solved, all Gaussian template matching errors can be eliminated.

4.4 Results

An example result of use of all the proposed procedures, including Gaussian tem-
plate matching, 2D curved surface fitting, and error elimination while considering
merging vortices, is shown in Fig. 8(a), where up-welling and down-welling vor-
tices are indicated using different symbols. The vortices are distributed over the
entire fluid layer, and there are no clear nonuniformities in the distributions of
the up-welling and down-welling vortices despite difference on visibility between
them in the temperature field (see Fig. 5). The improvement in vortex detection
accuracy through the proposed processes is shown from Fig. 8(b) to (d). Origi-
nal detection results by Gaussian template matching shown in Fig. 8(b) contains
many erroneous detections represented as unusually close positions of the vortices.
These are improved after taking 2D curved surface fitting (Fig. 8(c)), although
there are still some overlaps of the vortex centers. Through all the procedures, in
Fig. 8(d), the overlaps are resolved and individual vortices can be distinguished
easily. The number of detected vortical structures for one hour after reached equi-
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Fig. 8 Examples of detected vortices plotted on the original visualized temperature field
image. (a) Result for the entire fluid layer for all processes, and enlarged views after (b)
Gaussian template matching, (c) 2D curved surface fitting and (d) error elimination over the
same area

librium states are summarized in Table 1. Difference between the numbers of
detected up-welling and down-welling vortical structures decreases as increase of
Ta. This is reasonable because our observation cross-section is at z = 0.75H and
this yields prominent existence of down-welling vortices. Pieri et al. (2016) showed
the vertical variations of the number of vortical structures at a horizontal plane.
The present results quantitatively agree with the result at the same height shown
by Pieri et al. (2016). We can perform this series of procedures on all instanta-
neous temperature fields, and detected and labeled vortices enable investigation
of vortex behaviors in rotating RBCs.

The path-lines of vortex centers obtained from 30 sequential images of tem-
perature fields taken over 90 s at intervals of 3 s are discussed in terms of the
advection characteristics in O(10 s) (Fig. 9). Up-welling and down-welling vortices
are plotted using circles and diagonal crosses in the figure. There are no specific
patterns in Fig. 9(a) and the distributions of plots seem to be disorganized. On
the contrary, each path-line drawn by individual single vortical structures can
be recognized at Ta = 3.0 × 107 (Fig. 9(b)). Their advections from generation
to disappearance or merging are completed inside the cropped section shown in
the figure. The organized path-lines in Fig. 9(b) indicate organized behaviors of
vortical structures stabilized in the vertical direction. An interesting finding can
be seen in Fig. 9(c); although the number of images is reduced from the origi-
nal sequence and thus there are blanks between plots, geometric patterns of the
path-lines are clearly observed. Up-welling vortices move around a down-welling
vortex, and the corresponding path-lines form quasi-polygonal shapes or at least,
any organized pattern. These geometric structures have not been mentioned in
previous studies. Also, their path-lines are not completed inside the cropped sec-
tion shown in Fig. 9(c). A brief review of the geometric patterns as understood
from the visualized image indicates that the vortex arrangement has some regu-
larity in this O(10 s) timescale. All vortices continue advection while maintaining
the distances between adjacent vortices, i.e., the advection is regarded as an n-
body problem. While detailed discussions of the geometric patterns of advection
are avoided in this paper, these patterns seem to be formed by the mutual inter-
actions of vortices. As a reference for the considerations, timescale of the system
rotation τR = 2π/ω = 1.26 s is much shorter than the timescale for observing
above-mentioned patterns.
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Fig. 9 Examples of path-lines of quasi-2D vortical structures for 90 s obtained by plotting
detected vortex positions at (a) Ta = 3.0 × 106, (b) 3.0 × 107, and (c) 1.0 × 108

5 Conclusions

To reveal the dynamics of vortical structures appeared in rotating Rayleigh–
Bénard convection, we have established a vortex detection method in cross-sections
based on images of instantaneous horizontal temperature fields visualized using
thermochromic liquid crystals. Undulations in the temperature field expressing
the vortices were detected using template matching, and the detected vortex co-
ordinates were improved by classifying the temperature distribution shapes inside
the vortices into several patterns described as ellipsoids. The latter treatment also
enables vortex classification from a temperature distribution shape perspective. In
addition, by combining an error elimination method with consideration of merging
vortices, the vortex advection may become experimentally trackable. Advantage of
the present method is a high versatility for wide range of rotational parameters at
which quasi-2D vortex structures are distinguished as undulations on horizontal
temperature fields, thanks to multiple, but simple detection algorithms. Applying
the method to the actual flow field elucidated the typical advection characteris-
tics of the vortical structures; Over the timescale O(10 s), geometric advection
patterns were formed at the highest rotational condition.
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